Brothers,
Due to the number and size of our composites, trophies, ritual equipment, storage boxes of paper
records, and so on, the movement of Iota Delta historical material was accomplished in two
stages:
Thurs, December 3 - Dan Bowden '76, Don Meyer '60, Jeremiah White '03, and I met at Public
Storage, 4310 East 62nd, Indianapolis 46220, after I made arrangements with PODS, 9325 East
33rd, Indy 46235 earlier in the week.
In July 2008, we had used PODS for moving our "treasures" from 1400 North Jordan to
Indianapolis, which were still in the same portable container, thus facilitating our current relocation to East 62nd Street.
Our new storage unit, #6082, is inside a heated building on second floor for increased security
and protection from weather changes. On Thursday, our efforts were devoted to fitting the ritual
equipment, heavy "Grape Leaves of Chi Phi" scrapbook, boxes of trophies, and other items into a
smaller space.
A lot of material remained in the PODS unit.
Sun, December 6 - Dr. Kim Scherschel '76 drove his trailer up from Bedford to obtain Chi Phi
Tapestry made by Arnie Applegate '64. Kim had it framed later for protection from aging, and
added name plates for Brothers joining the Chapter Eternal. He will store this Tapestry on his
property in Bedford.
Dan moved many of the framed composites into #6082. I took off the frames from four
composites to make them fit. Jeremiah hauled a lot of the old paper records, fraternity stationery,
envelopes in his truck.
We found Chapter meeting minutes from beginning of the Chakett Club on December 2, 1957
through October 10, 1999. Thorough search was unable to find minutes from 2000 through 2008.
A three-ringed white binder covering minutes of the New Wing Project through July 2003 was
also discovered. All of these minutes are now located at my home.
On Monday, I called the PODS office. They will pick up their empty unit today. This re-location
will save us about $2,000 annually.
Fraternally, Joe ID '63

